There will be a meeting of the Textiles Surveillance Body in the Centre William Rappard (old ILO building), Room VI, 3rd floor, on Tuesday to Friday, 28 June to 1 July. The meeting will start at 3.0 p.m.

The main subjects for discussion are as follows:

1. Approval of the draft report of the ninth and tenth meetings (TEX SB/W/117).

2. Review of notifications
   (a) Canada/Poland - (TEX SB/225) additional information requested still awaited;
   (b) Sweden/India - (TEX SB/228);
   (c) EEC/Spain - (TEX SB/224) representation by the two parties at 10.0 a.m. on 29 June;
   (d) EEC/India - Article 3:6 (TEX SB/215); communication from India under Articles 3:5 and 9:3 (TEX SB/223). Representation by the two parties at 10.0 a.m. on 30 June.

3. Other business.

---

1 Fifty-ninth meeting.